In an effort to limit the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic and for the well-being of the public and City of El Paso employees, the City will close all three of our Museums until further notice.

While these facilities remain closed, you can still engage with our Museums in a virtual environment.

- The Museum of Art’s more than 7,000 American, European, Latin American, and Modern & Contemporary art can be viewed at epma.art
- The Museum of History has access and opportunities to explore El Paso History through time periods, neighborhoods, or themes on the digital wall archive by visiting digie.org. Additional activities including recipes and coloring pages inspired by exhibits can be printed and completed from home
- The Museum of Archaeology has engaging pictures, lectures, discussions and unique posts on its Facebook page

For more information and updates visit our social media channels.

- @MCADelpaso
- @MCADelpaso
- @ELPASOMCAD

#iamElPaso